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Statement: 

 
Transformation from one state to another, decomposition, erosion, decay, and 

the residual memories of this process are themes I explore in my art practice. Often I 
attempt to create spaces and sculptural objects that can evoke and activate a 
phenomenological encounter. I am interested in building environments that map out a 
narrative challenging both the collective audience and the individual. The interpretation 
of underlying societal factors dealing with identity, progress, conflict, and technology 
and how they relate to the current sate of destruction and regeneration in 
contemporary times, is a concept I integrate into my art process.  

I construct sculptural installations that illustrate change through the idea of 
impermanence by combining technology, video projection, sound, performance and 
light with other mediums ranging from glass, wood and metal. I utilize light and colors to 
create sculptural objects that transform people through physical engagement. I view 
glass as a state of matter that can be altered at any time. Through its prismatic, 
refractive qualities, and color spectrum, I incorporate light in conjunction with glass to 
transform space and our perspective of it. In building a foundation of collective 
engagement, the viewer becomes aware of the complexity of the current human 
condition. 
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The Encounter  

In constructing different spatial environments I continue to investigate the body 

as a changing vessel for our consciousness.  I create sculptural installations that engage 

the viewer’s self – identity and awareness. By implicating the body through 

constructed geometric forms of light and space, I am able to reshape the viewer’s 

optical ability by shifting their perspective in a haptic environment. Internal and 

external voids are created through different light sources ranging from inert gases, LEDS, 

video projections and natural light.  All elements that I utilize in my art produce a 

systematic structure that is continually deepening and transforming in the space they 

inhabit. This system in turn, produces a phenomenological encounter.  This encounter 

allows the viewer to have a direct experience with the work through both physical and 

visual involvement. The viewer is confronted with questions of their current existence 

within the contemporary human condition through a visceral awareness triggered, by 

introducing sculptural forms that map out an abstracted constellation of time and 

space.  

A recent implementation of these concepts dealing with the duality of 

technological advancement and the environmental changes occurring from nuclear 

technology and its impact on humanity can be viewed in MFA thesis exhibition titled 

Beneath The White Sands, (See fig. 1& 2).  With the use of dichotomies of opposing 

transparent elements ranging from light, projection, and glass Beneath The White Sands 

confronts the viewer and activates participation into understanding the intricacy dealing 

with questions that arise out of the current justification of nuclear energy.  The installation 

contains a slowed and distorted projection of the first atomic bomb test, known as the 

Trinity Test.  

 The Trinity Test represents a sudden change within a moment.  The trajectory of 

humanity and the earth as a whole shifted after the energy of this bomb was released.  It 
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was 5:29 am on July 16, 1945 when the Trinity test began. The first atomic bomb named 

“Gadget,” was dropped over the white sands region of Los Alamos, New Mexico. Within 

this moment Robert Oppenheimer a nuclear physicist stated that he was reminded of a 

line from the Bhagavad Gita, a Hindu scripture: “Now I am become Death, the destroyer 

of worlds”, Oppenheimer.  Within the moments of the first blast all natural elements within 

the area of the test site changed and transformed into a new form of matter. The sand in 

the desert melted and turned into a glass called trinitite. This change led to radiation 

being released into the atmosphere. The projected light in Beneath The White Sands is 

the same light spectrum produced by the radiation of the Trinity Test. The video is slowed 

and distorted through different glass lenses and then projected through a panel of cast 

glass. The reflection of the video through the cast glass represents what the waves of 

energy and light looked like during the Trinity Test.  

 In my current MFA thesis exhibition, I begin to explore the duality of matter and 

energy by taking the viewer through the alchemical cycle of the dissolution of the self 

through light. The white light formed from the blast is the brightest and hottest point in 

which all matter is purified before becoming reorganized. This white light is also the same 

kind of light produced by the energy of the sun. It is a blinding light if directly viewed with 

the eye and can only be viewed through a lens. The viewers are brought into the 

experience to navigate this progression of light and energy for themselves. The 

significance of this experience is to understand the force that is reorganizing disparate 

elements into one, unified form of matter.  

 The unification of the Fragmented simultaneous of energy is what constructs the 

building blocks and intersections that create our spaces of existence. These spaces are 

comprised of the physical and metaphysical realms of reality that are known and 

unknown. These unknown spaces are voids, spaces that we get glimpses of, which exist 

but are not defined. These are the spaces of intrigue and happenings. The counter 
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balance to these voids are matter meaning, the atomic and molecular structures we are 

made out of.  Matter is the weight that holds these structures together like glue. It is voids 

and matter that retain the equilibrium of the universe.  

This visual duality between the light and darkness of the larger architectural 

elements that construct this installation form a viewpoint into understanding the complex 

framework of space and time. The installation takes on a bodily configuration as the 

viewer approaches this transparent landscape of light. A new awareness of the physical 

body begins when entering the room. A shared experience occurs when multiple people 

are within the space, blurring the lines of sub-consciousness and consciousness. This 

integrated merging of the mind and body forms a sense of temporality within one’s own 

existence. Becoming grounded within the massiveness of the geometry of the forms 

dispersed around the room creates a symbiotic relationship challenging the boundaries 

of perception. The change evolves into a transitional framework of the mind. This 

abstracted experience of the unknown in relation to time and space harnesses the 

cosmic relationship of a charged encounter. Through different points of entry relying on 

the physical and visual scale of an internal and external engagement, the viewer is 

broken apart and put back together through a carefully comprised composition of 

relational movement.   

A mirage of light bouncing off of cast glass forms precisely placed in the line of 

the projector lens creates a sense of fluidity, distorting the linear fixed components lining 

the framework of the room (See Fig 3 & 4). The space begins to Unfold through the 

deranged magnitude of the cataclysmic spectrum of light engulfing the gallery. A sense 

of weightlessness much like the weightlessness felt when floating in a large body of salt 

water overtakes the viewer as they begin to mesh into the landscape of the passing light.  

A fragile system of a glass spun web in the shape of a sphere and cone, 

reminiscent of the earth as a living energy orb and the cone, conveying the vacuum of 
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space sits suspended down 22ft. from the ceiling at the back of the gallery (See Fig 5 & 

6). Both the sphere and the cone also represent the human eye. The sphere represents 

the eyeball, and the cone being the receptor of the eye. Both components work 

together simultaneously to construct our perception of space.  Crumbling under its own 

weight it is simply held together by the inter- web of itself and its own present state of 

existence. Intricate networks of overlapping, transparent, glass stringers of matter that 

were once two thousand degrees Fahrenheit now form a rigid yet bendable 

composition of continual destruction. This subtle space in which we see glimpses of, 

generate moments of awareness produced by a sequence of triggers:  gravity, breath 

and movement.  These moments form the foundation in the perpetual realm of possibility 

under the context of infinite change.  
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Fig 1 
Beneath the White Sands 
2018 
Installation  
Video Projection, mirrored, blown and cast glass, kiln formed glass, metal, Wood, Nylon, 
neon, paper prints, sand, and plexiglass.   
Photographed by: Sophia Weiss 
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Fig 2 
Beneath The White Sands  
2018 
Installation  
Video Projection, mirrored, blown and cast glass, kiln formed glass, metal, Wood, Nylon, 
neon, paper prints, sand, and plexiglass.   
Photographed by: Keely McGowan 
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        Fig 3 
                    Beneath The White Sands (Detail of cast glass with projector light) 
                 2018 
                    Installation  
                    Video Projection, Cast Glass, Copper 
        Photographed by: Sophia Weiss 
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           Fig 4 
                    Beneath The White Sands (Detail of cast glass and projector light) 
                   2018 
                      Installation  
                    Video Projection, Cast Glass, Copper 
                            Photographed by: Keely McGowan 
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          Fig 5 
          Beneath The White Sands (Detail of glass stringer sphere) 
          2018 
          Installation  
          Video Projection, Wrapped hot glass, metal, sand 
          3.5ft. H x 3 ft. W x 2 in. D 
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Fig 6 
Beneath The White Sands (Detail of glass stringer cone) 
2018 
Installation  
Video Projection, Wrapped hot glass, metal, sand 
4.5ft. H x 4 ft. W x 2 in. D 
Photographed by: Keely McGowan 
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The Journey  

It was 2007 and I had just finished my undergraduate degree in cultural 

anthropology from the University of Oregon. After spending a year abroad on the island 

of Oahu in Hawai’i and taking four art courses at the University of Hawai’i at Manoa, I felt 

a calling to go back to Oahu and pursue an art degree with a focus in glass at. 

Everything changed in an instant when I was in Hawai’i.  I became a part of strong 

underground collective community of artists and musicians from around the world. These 

relationships and experiences I had during this period of my life would change my 

perspective of the world and my own identity in years to come.  

Before I left Oregon to make my move to one of the most remote island chains in 

the world I had a series of dreams. These dreams seemed too real to be only linked to my 

subconscious. There was one consistent thread that appeared in these dreams I had for 

a span of a week before I moved. The constant in the dreams was a figure of a man, 

smiling, wearing a light blue robe, similar to a monk. At the time I had no idea what 

Buddhism really was or any interest in organized religion so I just shrugged it off.  

It wouldn’t be until two years later when living in Palolo Valley on the island of 

Oahu that the vision I had of the man in the blue robe would all make sense. At the time 

it was 2009, I had moved quite a bit in and out of various apartments dealing with awful 

landlords and roommates and was desperate to find a better living situation. One day I 

decided to take a walk with my friend in the late afternoon up into the back of Palolo 

valley. When we got to the top of the hill I was in awe, in front of me stood a giant 

colorfully painted temple that looked like it would only exist in an alternate reality, (See 

Fig. 6 & 7).  

My friend and I decided to go and investigate this place and found out it was a 

Korean Buddhist temple called Mu Rang Sa or Broken Ridge Temple. As we were walking 

I found the office of the temple and was tempted to ask about open mediations, 
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because I was really interested in pursing this practice further. The abbot, or head monk, 

Sunim happened to be in the office that evening, (See Fig. 8). To my surprise he was 

wearing the same light blue colored robe of the man that I had seen years ago in my 

dream. His face wasn’t the same as the man in my dream but everything else was. Sunim 

and I talked briefly and before I left, he asked me if I needed a place to live, which I did. 

It was almost as if he could read my mind. All of a sudden, everything clicked and I knew 

I was in the right place at the right time, about to go down a very important path that 

would change my life forever. 

I moved into the temple a week later and ended up spending four years living in 

Mu Ryang Sa. I became a part of their community and learned more about the 

philosophy of Korean Buddhism and the foundation of Buddhism itself. I experienced life 

and death through a different set of eyes, similar to how Robert Opphenhimer described 

the Trinity Test when describing the light of the blast being brighter than one thousand 

suns.  

When I was hit by a car while riding my bicycle on the first day back to school in 

January of 2012, I remember the impact and flying through the air before I blacked out 

from a concussion. The force of the impact made my body feel weightless like a feather 

flying in the wind. I closed my eyes before the car hit me and my vision turned to white, 

bright white. I didn’t remember much as I was flying fifteen feet through the air. As I was 

waking up I begin to see colors again but it took me two minutes to open my eyes. I felt 

detached from my body that was laying half way on the curb with by head planted on 

my arm and halfway in the street. Luckily I was wearing a helmet so I survived. I 

remember what it felt like as I was coming back into my body, it felt heavy and rigid. The 

weightlessness faded into stiffness. My muscles were contracted and I didn’t know if I 

broke any bones. Luckily I didn’t, I ended up with 17 stiches in my chin and was released 

from the hospital the same day. The impact reminded me of the nuclear blast, where the 
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force of energy collides with matter. I experienced it on a much smaller scale. The force 

of my body and bike impacting the car, twisting and turning in the air, caused the front 

metal frame of my bike to bend into something unusable. The Japanese steel once 

smooth was now dented and destroyed.  The void of sight and thought within the 

moment made me become aware of the dissolution of my body and self through the 

duality of opposing forces.  This incident made me aware of the force of energy that can 

rearrange itself within an instant causing a change through forward momentum. It gave 

me insight into the unknown space of existence that happens when energy and matter 

are smashed together, transformed and returned to a new state of existence.  

I mediated on this new meaning of the impermanent state of all matter and 

energy.  Through this experience, my understanding of the world became part of a visual 

language. This visual language manifests in my art through constructed sculptural forms 

and installations. The experience I had living in the temple and through the bike 

accident, opened many doors into the complexity of the cosmic universe that we exist 

in. I became hyper aware of the delicate fragility of life and the moments and spaces 

that reside between them.  

My perspective of reality exists within the framework of a present moment.  

Experiencing this awareness helped shape the way I see and interact with the world, 

which is through shapes, sound, space and light. During my time at the temple I also 

discovered the most important teaching in life, which is centered on the idea of 

impermanence. This idea became my main focus in how I would begin to approach my 

art practice.  The language I use in my art is an impermanent one, one that is always 

changing and shifting as our cells in our body do and as nature and the universe does.  
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Fig 7 
Mu Ryang Sa, Broken Ridge Temple, 
 2011 
Palolo Valley, Oahu, Hawai’i,  
100 Hanging lantern celebration of Buddha’s 
Birthday 
Photograph by: Hillary Heckard  

Fig 8  
Mu Ryang Sa,  
Main temple meditation area, Palolo Valley, 
Oahu, Hawai’i 
Photo Source: https://muryangsatemple.com/about/ 
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Fig.9 
Abbott Do Hyun, Sunim, Head of the Mu Ryang Sa 
temple, Palolo Valley, Oahu, Hawai’i.  
Photo source: https://muryangsatemple.com/about/ 
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The Philosophy of Impermanence 

Everything is always evolving including the universe, environment, and our idea of 

the self.  We continually transform from one state of being into another on a micro and 

macro scale. On the macro scale, the cosmological spectrum of the universe can be 

measured through particle and light waves to eons. At the micro spectrum we can 

measure change in the cells found within our DNA makeup. This idea of a constantly 

shifting reality lies in the context of understanding the different facets of time, space and 

our perception of it.  

In these different facets of reality are moments of immediate change and 

realization, Heraclitus refers to this as the Logos. The Logos is defined as everything or “the 

essence of the world and soul,” (Jaspers 12).  Heraclitus was a Greek, pre-Socratic 

philosopher from the Persian era 535c. -475 BC. His writings consisted of teachings dealing 

with the order in the universe being based on the idea of duality and the manifestation 

of the Logos, through one’s own experiences. This concept of duality as a prominent 

focal point in understanding life and the universe was later adopted my other writers and 

philosophers such as Nietzsche and Karl Marx. Heraclitus came to the conclusion that 

things were constantly shifting and changing. He devised the sayings of “The world is 

unceasing change. Everything flows and nothing remains. You cannot step twice into the 

same river,” (Jaspers 13).  

  This idea of duality through different states of matter is a vital component to why I 

utilize glass in my artwork.  “Glass defines a particular state of material and not the 

material itself. The hard material component can consist of one element or compound, 

but it remains unnamed and undefined; it is only the fleeting and changeable phase 

that is defined. And it can be transformed into another state at any time, at which 

moment it ceases to be glass, “ Koen Vanderstruken. Investigation into the exchange 

between the interactions of the self in relation to different stages of matter and thoughts, 
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are represented in the context of a continual dissection of society and the universal 

collective consciousness. This idea is explored further in the installation Beneath the White 

Sands. In this installation I begin to dissect society as being in a constant state of flux with 

moving components ranging from the collective to individual, singular to other, outsider 

to insider. This balance that occurs through the transformation of light into shadow 

portrays life as elemental components. These components are moving and shifting 

molecular and cellular structures. These transformations mimic what fire does when it 

destroys a landscape or as wood does when it is cut and carved and as light does when 

it fills a space. These are manifestations of the self and materiality that construct the 

fabric of our reality and existence. It is a continual reminder of the fragility and 

complexity of our current transient condition.   

Following this idea centered on the concept of impermanence and 

transformation of matter one can look to the writings of Lao-Tzu 100B.C. from Honan, 

China. Lao-Tzu was the author of what was later translated into the Tao Te Ching, 

consisting of a series of writings complied in short passages. These passages focus on the 

term Tao, meaning the center of creation and matter. Much like Heraclitus interpretation 

of the Logos, Lao-Tzu referred to the cosmological make-up of the universe and the 

experiences of the human condition as being part of Tao, or the eternal. Lao-Tzu also 

introduces the idea of nothingness as a component of Tao he states, “ Tao is empty. It is 

the infinite abyss. In itself it is essential being and is beyond being,” (Jaspers 93). Lao-Tzu 

also ties in the concept of duality that Heraclitus conceptualized, by refereeing to Tao as 

having two stages of being. The first stage consists of the notion of “nothingness” or “non-

being” and second stage is part of a transformation process of “becoming” or “naming”. 

Elements describing some of the ideas of Tao can be found later on throughout Buddhist 

philosophies in the East. 
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Through the ideas of these philosophers, there is one singular connection that ties 

them all together and that is the idea of awareness in regards to the concept of 

impermanence.  Constant change and impermanence become the foundation in 

which the process of “becoming,” or “being,” manifests. Understanding the magnitude 

in which this processes takes place allows room for oneself to gain new insight and 

understanding into the different components of how reality is formed through thought 

and experience. 
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The Studio 

 The studio is my temple sacred space, (See Fig. 10). It is a place where I can 

unwind and escape the outside world. I love my studio as I would a loyal pet or friend, 

and I try and tend to taking care of it in the same way. This space extends outside the 

fixed dimension of time and space, lingering in the void of creation, in the moment 

between form and formlessness, materiality and immateriality, where ideas and thoughts 

are not constrained but can move freely without distractions. The studio is a 

representation of my fabricated reality, in which I have established as an area of making. 

A space for processing thought into three-dimensionality. It is a library carefully arranged 

with my ideas, research, objects, renderings and tests. These particular groupings are 

categorized through material associations and ideas. They inhabit the shelves and floor 

space of my studio. Within this complex library system forms, shapes, and patterns inhabit 

a constellation of creative inquiry. The work in this space is fabricated from simultaneous 

change with careful investigation into the universal collective consciousness residing in a 

pocket of the unknown.  Societal factors play a part in this process ranging from the 

systems and patterns that formulate the universal collective, individual identity, and the 

dismantling of the human condition.  

 Patterns of human behavior and systematic structures that are embedded in 

society are two aspects I focus on. These aspects stem from the manifested illusion of 

materiality, consumption, destruction, fear and death. The other part of my focus is on an 

internal and external dialogue of self and collective awareness found in moments that 

are both shared and internalized through forms and structures. My studio work lingers in a 

state of continual evolution, as an alchemical process of distilling one idea from another. 

The ideas transform and go through a complete breakdown sometimes rendering work 

to be viewed and sometimes not. Studiowork is best described by Briony Fer when 

explaining Eva Hesse’s work, as “The studiowork is work without making a work, which 
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may end up as something to look at, or may not,”(Fer 24). The work that I produce within 

my studio is an extension of myself; it is the shaping of internal form through the external 

exterior of my body. I view the work as a living and breathing organism, evolving and 

changing as I do, or as a plant does when it is watered.  The elements that make up the 

work are interchangeable. This in turn, gives the creative process and work, room to 

breathe and move.  

For example the cycle of birth, death and transformation is a process that can be 

found in my work. Sometimes this is portrayed through physical manifestations of objects 

or through an internal reflection and the questioning of identity coming from my own 

challenges of being bullied because I am a grounded female artist, who happens to 

work in a predominately male field. Furthermore, people that take no issue with 

corruption and victimize others because of their own insecurities often surround me. By 

not participating in this degenerative behavior and separating my self out from the 

situations and people that continue to act this way I am often regarded as an outsider or 

other.  

Examining this continual categorizing of my identity has left me in the position of 

becoming an active observer.  Being an active observer has shaped my processes of 

making. These progressions in understanding human behavior are reflections of the life 

cycle that map out different points in the exchange of information and knowledge. The 

art making process is a never-ending evaluation of collective and self -awareness in the 

spaces in which we inhabit and the experiences we have within them.  

The process of structuring and reconfiguring work is a loop cycle one would find 

in a piece of music. This looping cycle also plays out in my art with the use of geometric 

forms and cyclic patterns. My studiowork mimics a jigsaw puzzle. One corner of my studio 

holds my musical instruments. Music has and always will be a big part of my life and 

creative process. It is an art form and generating it is a part of my meditational practice 
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when I am thinking about my ideas for constructing sculpture. The first step in my art 

process is starting with a foundation, usually consisting of a word, or sound. When I play 

music I am able to reach the in- between space where I can organize my thoughts and 

ideas. I often refer to this space as an abyss.  Often times these thoughts and ideas come 

out in a certain formulaic pattern, just like a musical composition. I have a root note or 

word/concept and I begin to build in the patterned structures. The process is a puzzle 

that is always reconfiguring itself in both the internal and external realm of the continual 

investigation into the idea of impermanence. It is the interconnection between the visual 

and kinesthetic.  In this architectural space of soundscapes, different frequencies 

operate. I continue to investigate these frequencies in my art practice through sound, 

space and light.  
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 Fig. 10 
 Artists Studio   
 2017 
 Alfred University, Alfred N.Y. 
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 Fig. 11 
 Prism  
 Hillary Heckard  
 2016 
 Wood, Neon, Pulled solid glass cane 
 2.5 H x 2 ft. W x 5ft. L 
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Light and Color: The Visual Dialogue 

Light transforms space and our perspectives in many different ways through its 

prismatic refractive qualities and color spectrum. We can investigate the current state of 

reality through visual depictions and objectification of time and space. By incorporating 

neon light, natural and projected light in sculptural forms made of glass, wood, and 

metal, I am able to create an abstracted phenomenological encounter.  Using these 

technical applications I create an equilibrium that explores the temporal nature of 

human existence in relation to the natural environment.  

A light source has the ability to transform a viewer’s perspective through 

activating different focal points. In a piece I created called Prism, the viewer is 

confronted with the multidimensional array of spatial relationships between them and 

the volumetric precision of refractive light beams, (See Fig. 11). Prism, resides as a 

sculptural form that explores this fragmentation of self and other through a synthesis of 

mass in relation to space and time. The two triangles on the ends form a foundation. They 

are made of wood and painted white, with holes that are drilled two inches apart. The 

triangles themselves are 2.5 ft. tall. The drilled holes sustain the delicate and fragile pieces 

of glass that pierce through its surface. These abysses are the voids: voids of thought, 

voids of sight, voids of being; it is a representation of the vacuum of space. Out of these 

voids come the light and synthesis of both a tactile and visual experience. It opens the 

phenomenological approach to understanding the interconnectivity between the 

moment of awareness in the present. 

Light is powerfully beautiful and seductive in the ways it can transform a space by 

creating a different mode of viewing. “Light can act at times like waves and at times like 

particles- a phenomenon called the wave-particle duality of nature,” John Gage. This 

concept is the basis in the emerging field of Quantum Mechanics. Along the lines of 

wave-particle duality, light also carries certain frequencies and is on a spectrum related 
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to electromagnetic fields.  John Gage explains the significance and meaning of light 

through the centuries as, “light thus becomes the chief manifestation of beauty, and 

clarity and lucidity become the highest qualities in a work of art,” (Gage 104).  In the 

installation Beneath the white Sands, I utilize video projected light sources to create 

lucidity and transparency to shape a moment.  

Through combining inert gasses with sculptural forms, I can compose a new kind 

of creative outlet. The ways in which neon can shape and accommodate a space and 

transform architecture is visually engaging. Inert gases, along with mercury and phosphor 

broaden the visual spectrum by producing certain colors, which can trigger specific 

emotions. My work incorporates different hues of white, reds, blues, and violet. I view this 

integration of shorter and longer wavelengths of light as a circular cycle based on a 

visual spectrum like one found in the diagram of a color wheel. Watching the different 

stages of how the sky changes when the sun is setting beginning with yellows and reds, 

then morphing into pinks and oranges until fading into the deepened blue of the night 

evolves the atmospheric progression of change in perception through a visual dialogue, 

(See fig. 12 &13).  The significance of colors takes on different meanings when being 

viewed in specific environments and atmospheres. Within a certain context, color plays a 

vital role in our capacity to perceiving time, space, energy and matter.  

Certain colors such as red and blue can trigger certain emotions. For example, 

blue can be associated with a calm quiet feeling. Color, converts optical responses into 

an inner circuitry of expressed emotion. According to Frans Gerristen in the Evolution of 

Color, “we believe that colors originate within ourselves, through our visual organ, 

through our eyes, our brains and our consciousness,” (Gerritsen 4).  By observing and 

being consumed into different color environments, color begins to implement emotional 

values into our perceivable reality. For example, red is often associated with fire, heat, 
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war, blood, lust, power, Iron, etc. Red can inhabit both an elemental meaning and a 

very human one.  

The color red can be overbearing at times, especially in the form of light. When in 

the form of light the color of red can actually have a psychological affect. The 

“exposure to red light increases the pulse-rate and blue and violet light retards it,” (Cage 

54). An example of this can be found when using neon light in a small room. In my neon 

piece titled When the Day turns into Night, in my thesis exhibition, I include shorter and 

longer wavelengths blending white, yellow and blue light together. After staring at this 

intense light for a period of a minute the viewer will see white when turning away to look 

at natural light. This white light will mimic the same brightness formed through white-hot 

heat.  

Different reactions to the neon gas’s red color can be experienced by the 

observer and can range from anxious and uncomfortable to sensual and physical. Red 

can mask different wavelengths and merge into different transparences through three 

processes of what Gerritsen refers to as “the three mixing principles: subtractive, additive, 

and partitive,” (Gerritsen, 8). For example the colors RGB, (Red, Green, Blue), that make 

up the full spectrum of color and create a white light can be experienced through both 

the digital perception of a moving image on computer screens and television.  The 

averaging of those three colors of light, are formed through different layers of color 

patterning. The way in which I incorporate neon into my work is through the three 

different mixing principles while also combining the intent of creating of what Gage 

refers to as the afterimage. The afterimage is created through a moment when the eyes 

become unfocused after viewing a light source that is intense, the retina of the eye is still 

adapting to the new light source when a person looks away. The eye is using the blue 

and green cone sensors while trying to adjust to the new light source. These happenings 

seem to shift the red light into a greenish blue one. In reality this is just the brain and eyes 
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working to create a new pictorial range of vision. While configuring the longer 

wavelengths of light into forms that distort space, I am able to create a specific 

encounter.  

In the future I hope to further the conversation between the social constructs of 

identity in relation to our environment. My ultimate goal is to continue to change and 

challenge the perspective of the viewer by utilizing light and space to generate a 

specific encounter. This notion of producing a space of empathy through sculptural 

installations and optical phenomena remains an influence and inspiration for future work. 

By proclaiming the idea of impermanence as a center focal point, my work will continue 

to engage both the physical and visual experiences of the human psyche.  
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 Fig 12 
 When the Day Turns Into Night  
 2018 
 MFA Thesis Exhibition 
 Installation 
 Argon and Mercury Glass Tubes, Wood, Transformer 
             4 ft. H x 4 ft. W x 5 in. D 
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Fig 13 
When the Day Turns Into Night (Detail) 
2018 
MFA Thesis Exhibition 
Installation 
Argon and Mercury Glass Tubes, Wood, Transformer 
4 ft. H x 4 ft. W x 5 in. D 
Photographed by: Sophia Weiss 
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